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Jimmy Hoffa Called My Mom a Bitch!: Profiles in Stupidity is a compilation of author Jason Vines

best columns as an original contributor to The Detroit News political website beginning in June of

2010. The book s outrageous title becomes crystal clear moments into the book as the satire,

jaw-dropping true stories and hilarity take off. Who says conservatives aren t funny? says Detroit

News Editorial Page Editor Nolan Finley. Jason Vines delivers his smack-down humor without

regard to whose nose gets mashed. He punches past political correctness to expose the hypocrisy

of the left, the bungling of business and the lameness of our political leadership. If you re looking for

subtlety, don t look here. Jason is blunt. And he s right. Jimmy Hoffa Called My Mom a Bitch! is the

follow-up to Vines first book, What Did Jesus Drive?: Crisis PR in Cars, Computers and Christianity,

the critically-acclaimed, take-no-prisoners, tell-it-like-it-is expose inside some of the biggest crises in

American business history. When What Did Jesus Drive? was released as a hardcover on July 4th it

also included a new endorsement from America s current dean of Public Relations, PR Week s

Editor-in-Chief Steve Barrett: ...kept me gripped from start to finish...I couldn t put it down...buy it, it s

great it should be taught in PR schools. The new Jimmy Hoffa book is broken up into chapters of

stupidity: Stupid Republicans, Democrats, Bureaucrats, Atheists, Christians, Criminals, Policies,

Dictators, People and so on. The Stupid Criminals chapter contains one of Vines most popular

columns that appeared in The Detroit News under the moniker, The Wisecracker . The June 29,

2010 column Globe Al Warming Gets Rubbed the Wrong Way, takes on allegations that former VP

Al Gore got inappropriately horny with female masseuse at a Portland, Oregon hotel. It is sick,

twisted, hilarious and true. Frank Beckmann, host of his own radio talk show on powerhouse WJR

and a Detroit News columnist, says of Jimmy Hoffa : I ve known Jason from his days as a wise acre

PR flack for Chrysler through the time when he busted the shackles of restricted speech to finally

enjoy the completely unfettered world of editorial writing when we shared the pages of The Detroit

News. I ve always felt that we ve selfishly hogged his talents to ourselves in Detroit. Much of this

book will make you laugh until you cry, but save some of your tears for the realization that what he

writes about is all true. That s what really makes us sob. And only a wisecracker like Jason Vines

could pull it off. This hilarious, profane, politically-incorrect, auto communications veep was an

American original, says Payne. So when I created The Michigan View - a funny, un-PC, opinioned,

commentary publication for The Detroit News in 2010, one of the first people I turned to as a

columnist was Jason Vines. He jumped at the opportunity. The Michigan View would become a

nationally-known publication in no small part thanks to high profile contributors like Jason. He took

the column title The Wisecracker and made his mark almost immediately by coining the phrase



Masturgate to describe the scandal of the illiterate (honestly) president of the Detroit School Board

who resigned after (um) unzipping in front of a Detroit super (still not making this up). Now you know

why Detroit is such a great news town. Masturgate ruffled feathers, rolled eyes, and brought us a

flood of attention, says Payne. Vintage Vines, in other words. The PR whiz s second career as

columnist was born. Vines was a must-read for his sense-of-humor and keen insights as a longtime

auto and Detroit insider.
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The author is a public-relations-guy-turned-columnist. He worked for GM, then for the Detroit

Free-Press. Now he's a free lance speaker/ consultant. If you're a regular Fox-watcher and get a

belly laugh out of any remark about Obama (as long as it's insulting) you'll whoop your way through

this one. If you're on the other side of the political fence, you'll get lots of good, clean fun watching a

conservative roasting in the Furnace of Frustration.For me the most poignant columns were

published in the months leading up to the 2012 Presidential election. That was the election that was

in the bag (for Republicans) but the bag turned out to be mesh and not even very sturdy mesh.

Months of vicious in-fighting had left the GOP bloody, but bizarrely optimistic. How could ANYONE

not beat Obama?In his column dated October 30, 2012, Vines painted a grim picture of what would

follow a Democratic victory. "Gas prices will go up again to unprecedented heights, and we WILL fall

into another Great Recession. Watch the stock market the day after the election is called. If Obama

wins; a historic dive. Rommey prevails; a historic rise." I wish I'd read these stirring predictions

before the election, so I'd known how to vote. Now I'm paying under $2 a gallon for gas and my few



investments are doing well and my young relatives who've recently graduated from college all have

excellent, good-paying jobs and bright futures. I blame Obama.Surprisingly, his first column after the

election appeared on November 7. That's the old Iowa toughness shining through. Most of my

conservative friends didn't crawl out from under their beds until the following January.
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